
North-Ex Public School (Recognized)

Class 6 
Mathematics summary and Worksheet (Whole Numbers)

Note: Before attempting the worksheet you must check links given below 
which will help you in solving the sums;-

Link :    1. https://youtu.be/pazHRjSHDEA

              2. https://youtu.be/cWRCmvizZeM

              3. https://youtu.be/Rd8X-M6tC7I

                                                   CH 4 :    WHOLE NUMBER     (SUMMARY)

 The numbers 1,  2,  3……….used for  counting are called natural  number.

Every natural number has a successor.

 To obtain the successor of a natural number, 1 is added to the number.

 To obtain the predecessor of a natural number, 1 is subtracted from the 

Number every natural number except 1 has a predecessor in the set of

natural number.

 The whole numbers are the collection of natural along with 0 (Zero).Every

whole number has a successor.

 All natural numbers are whole numbers but all whole numbers are not

natural number.

 The largest whole number of the largest natural number does not exist.

 All whole number can be represented on a number line.

 Addition  on  number  line  involves  moving  to  the  right  of  the  number

where as subtraction on number line corresponds to moving to the left.

Multiplication  on  number  line  corresponds  to  making  jumps  of  equal

distance, to the right, starting from zero.

 The closure, commutative and associative property hold true for addition

and multiplication of whole number only.

 Zero is  additive identity  of  whole  numbers  whereas  1 is  multiplicative

identity of whole numbers.

 Division of a whole number by zero is not defined.

https://youtu.be/pazHRjSHDEA
https://youtu.be/Rd8X-M6tC7I
https://youtu.be/cWRCmvizZeM
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CHAPTER-4       

   WHOLE NUMBER

1. Using number line evaluate:-

(a) 2 +  3  (b) 6 - 2

2. Find the sum using suitable arrangement.

(a) 537  + 508 + 663   (b)2 12 + 163 +538 + 137

3.  Find the following using suitable property of whole number.

(a) 25  x  5674 x 4 (b)  15 x 756 x 200

4.  Simplify 1284x 27 + 1284X 73.

5. Find the Product using distributive Property.

(a) 1009 x 925   (b) 99 x 71521    (c) 10295 x 93

6. Find the difference between the largest 5 digit number and smallest 3 

digit number.

7. Determine the product of the greatest number of 4 digit and smallest 

number of 5 digit number.

8. A shopkeeper sold 7 bedsheet for Rs. 350/- each and 13 pillow covers for 

Rs. 50/- each. Find the amount he earned by selling the bedsheets and 

pillow covers.

9. Prepare 6 -7 flash cards and write properties of whole numbers 

with examples and express in an attractive way.                               
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SOLUTION   OF (Worksheet 1)




